AXISCADES and VRM partner to supply
Simulators for Jet Trainer Aircraft
AXISCADES and VRM have signed an Industrial Cooperation Agreement for design, build and supply
of Simulators for the Jet Trainer aircraft. This partnership of AXISCADES and VRM is fully prepared
to produce and deliver world class Simulators for the training of Indian Air Force pilots.
Virtual Reality Media, a.s. (VRM) Slovakia, a premium company, engaged in design, development
and production of state-of-the-art simulators and training systems.
AXISCADES, is a pioneer in the design and supply of Avionics and Ground systems for Defence
Forces, in India and globally. AXISCADES has supplied several high technology systems to Indian
Defence and has implemented multiple Defence Offset & Make In India programs.
VRM and AXISCADES are working on DO-228 Level-D Full Flight & Mission Simulator (FFMS) for
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL), for which the contract has already been awarded to VRM.
AXISCADES, is the industrial partner to VRM in India to perform a significant workshare for the
project. VRM and AXISCADES, are fully aligned to the “Make in India” initiative and committed to
make it a success.
AXISCADES and VRM, would now, like to expand the above partnership and participate as a key
player in the field of Flight Simulators for all Defence and Civil requirements in India. AXISCADES,
will continue to play the role of Key Industrial Partner to VRM and undertake the supply and
integration of Cockpit, Motion System and Visual Display System including the modelling of
designated military and civil airports, as per the needs of the project.
Mr. Sharadhi Babu, C.E.O of AXISCADES said, “Simulators are the need of the hour that enable
Defence Forces to maintain and sustain operational readiness of mission critical equipment such
as Aircraft, Radar and Others. The combined technology expertise and experience of VRM and
AXISCADES is aptly suited to offer the most efficient equipment at a competitive price. We take
pride in the fact that we have built successful partnerships in the past and continue to build strong
relationships with niche global companies to contribute towards the future needs of India’s
Aerospace and Defence sector.”
Mr. Eduard Cristea, VP Sales and Marketing said, “Creating an industrial partnership with
AXISCADES proved to be a success story, and is literally, combining the “best from both worlds”
contributing to todays and future India’s Aerospace and Defence needs. “Make in India” initiative
allows VRM to provide, not only the workshare to our partners, but truly brings much desired
“know-how” ability to them. VRM is totally committed to provide the best valued solutions to our
customers worldwide. Creating a strong local partnership is the best way to prove it right.”

AXISCADES and VRM are honoured that Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd, Indian Ministry of Defence,
Indian Air Force and the Indian Defence Forces, continue to trust and support the group as
industry's premier provider of High-Fidelity simulation equipment for their training programs.
About VRM
VRM is a modern high-tech company with more than 25 years of experience in the design,
development, production, and technical support of flight simulators and training systems for fixed
wings and rotary, ground forces, in all categories, from basic cockpit procedures trainers through
full flight and full mission simulators. All of this is produced utilizing in-house design and
development of the state-of-the- art software.
About AXISCADES
AXISCADES Aerospace & Technologies Private Limited is a niche player focussed on high-end
strategic technologies for the aerospace and defence sector with a proven track record. The
company has built proprietary capabilities in system integration, design and development of
solutions and plaforms in the areas of automatic test equipment & test solutions, software and
simulations, avionics, radars, electronic warfare systems, drones & antidrone systems and training
solutions. AXISCADES is licensed by the Ministry of Defence of India to undertake industrial
manufacturing and is an industrial partner to marquee global aerospace and defence OEMs.
More information on www.axiscades.com .
Follow AXISCADES on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/axiscades and
Twitter: @AXISCADES .
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